
 

Linear programs LPs are optimization problems that are LINEAR

They have a

linear objectivefunction Ctx
linear inequality constraints Ax Eb

linear equality constraints thx b

and bounds L E X E b

As one mightexpect LPs are veryspecial

1 If a solution exists the global optimal can be found
w o an initial guess in polynomial time

2 If a solution does not exist this fact can be identified

Neither of these is true for non convex problems So

If your problem is linear use an LPsolver

Otherwise you'll be wasting your time and the answer

probably won't be as good



For small LPs meaning ones withfew constraints variables

a good approach to solving the problem is to simply think
about it and draw a picture
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Example It II x

T T
feasible infeasible
region region

It is obvious that the objective 00 as x 00

So there is no minimum

Exemple III e.BG tYz

It is obvious that should be made as small as possible
lo minimizes the objective

WARNING Observe in the above example that the derivative

of the objective is Not zero at the optimal
is

point This because the problem is constrained



Example Min X Xz TMB.FI
Optimal feasible region
Point region

It is obvious that both and Xz should be made as small

as possible such that x l and Xz l

Observation In this example we see that the optimal point
is at a corner of the feasible set This is
true in general

We could also plot isocurves contours lines of constant cost
on top of the feasible region

4 3 X cXz z

XiXz l

X 1 2 0

X1 2 2 XI1 2 1

The line with the lowest cost X 1 5 2 intersects the
feasible region at C I 1 This is the optimalpoint



Definition A feasible point is a point that satisfies all the

constraints The set of all feasible points is the
feasible set

In other words a feasible solution satisfies

Ax Eb Ex _I l Ex ku

Any optimal solution must also satisfy these constraints

This leads to an obvious lemma small theorem

Lemma An optimal solution is a feasible solution

And this leads to a corollary a small theorem resulting

from something just mentioned

Corollary If the feasible set is empty meaning there

are no feasible solutions then there are no

optimal solutions

Definition In this case the problem is said to be

infeasible



Example min x
4

5 t X I

E 1

Is there any that is greater than one And less

than one No

The problem is infeasible and there is no solution

Question Is there always an optimal solution when the

problem is feasible

Answer No Look at Example I above

Question How do we know when an optimal solution will exist

Answer A sufficient condition is the WeierstrassTheorem

Weierstrass Theorem for LPs If the feasible set is
closed bounded then a minimum exists

See Example 3 for a closed or bounded feasible set

Question Is the closed bounded condition necessary
Answer No See Example 2 above



PlanningProblem You are the project manager for a
house building company Building a house requires the

following steps and completiontime

B Building the foundation 3 weeks

F Framing 2

E Electrical 3

P Plumbing 4

D Dry wall i

L Landscaping 2

Some tasks can start only after another task is complete

F after B
L after B
E after F
P after F
D after E
D after p

Tastes can be done in parallel

Problem Build a schedule to complete the project as

quickly as possible



Solution Let Xp denote the time we start task F

The same goes for all other tasks
Also define a decision variable y that is the

completion time

Thus our decision variables are

XB XF XE Xp XDXL Y

The final time must be after the completion of each task

Y Z XB13

y Xp 12

Y Z XE 3 l

y xp 4

y Xp 11

y 2 XL 12

We now convert the sequencing constraints into math

F after B Xp XB13
L after B XL XB 3
E after F XE Xe 12 2
P after F Xp Xe 12
D after E Xp Z Xe 3
D after P Xp2 Xp 4



One more very important constraint is that all tines

must be positive

XB XF XE Xp XD XL y 20 3

The objective is to minimize the total time y

minimize ytry

subj to Eggs C L2 3



ChemicalProblem you are a facilities engineer at a manufacturing

plant A byproduct of the manufacturing processes is a

hazardous chemical Only 1,000 litres of this chemical can

be on site at any giventime None can be stored over night

Fortunately your facility is connected by pipeline to a

reprocessing plant which can take the byproduct at a

cost The table below shows your production in litres

and the cost of piping to the reprocessing plant

9 10AM it 11Am Il 12PM iz 1 pm i 2PM 2 3PM

Production u 300 240 600 Zoo 300 400

Cost L fL 30 40 35 45 38 50

How much chemical should be sent each hour to the

reprocessing plant to minimize cost meet environmental

standards



Solution

Define the variables

rio is the amount sent for feprocessing at Io nm

ri l at 11 Am

r3 at 3 pm

Slo is the amount on site at 10Am prior to sending the
chemical out for reprocessing

Si at 11AM

i il
S3 at 3 pm

Define the objective
minimize 30 riot 40ri t 35 riz 45 r t 38Rz t 50kg

Define the constraints

All of the variables are non negative ri Si Zo
The amount on site is limited Sj El ooo

The amount that can be reprocessed at a given time
cannot be more than what's on site i ri E Si



Then at each time

Go 300

Si Slo riot 240

She Su ri t 600

S Size Viz Zoo

Sz S r t 300

Sz Sz Rz 900

Sz Rg O


